namely, the phase of foundation covering 1949 to 1953. The second phase covers the period from 1954 to 1957; the second stage is the period starting from the second half year of 1957 to Oct. 1976 . This is the period of depression and stagnation for criminal law science research. This stage can also be fallen into two phases, namely, the depression phase from 1957 to 1965, and the stagnation stage from 1966 to 1976, which was enveloped by the "Great Cultural Revolution". The third stage is the period of recovery and prosperity of criminal law science beginning from 1977, which also includes two phases, the recovery phase from 1977 to 1978 and prosperity phase beginning from 1979. In each stage the emphasis of research and legislation on criminal law is varied from one to another based on the variation of social political and economic conditions. Parallel to these changes the research literatures on criminal law science published in each stage also present more or less in quantity.
ESTABLISHMENT AND INITIAL DEVELOPMENT PERIOD (1949-1957)
China is the first country in the world to produce a written criminal code, and studies on aspects of criminal law and its social functions have long been valued by the rulers of dynasties in China's different historical periods. As a tool safeguarding the existing social relations, criminal law has also attracted much attention from the Communist Party of China (CPC).
In February of 1949 -on the eve of the founding of the New China -the CPC issued an inner-party directive titled Guan yu fei chu guo min dang liu fa quan shu yu que ding jie fang qu de si fa yuan ze de zhi shi = kuan yü fei ch'u kuo min tang te liu fa ch'üan shu ho ch'üeh ting chieh fang ch'ü ssu fa yüan tse te chih shih (Instruction on the Abrogation of Kuomintang's Six Code and Establishment of Judicial Principle of Liberation Are). 3 This edict stresses that the people's judicial work shall not continue to operate on the basis of Kuomintang's Six Code, but that it would be based on a new people's law. 3 . Han Yen-lung, Ch'ang chao-ju, Zhong guo xin min zhu zhu yi ge ming shi qi gen ju di fa zhi wen xian xuan bian = Chung kuo hsin min chu chu i ko ming shih ch'i ken chü ti fa chih wen hsien hsüan pien (Selection on the Legal Documents of Revolutionary Base Areas During the Period of China's New-Democratic Revolution), Volume 1. China's Social Science Press, 1984 Ed., at 85-87.
In September of 1949, the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference announced the Zhong guo ren min zheng zhi xie shang hui yi gong tong gang ling = Chung kuo jen min cheng chih hsieh shang hui i kung t'ung kang ling (The Common Program of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference) 4 , which was considered to be the provisional constitution of the new PRC. It declares explicitly that all the laws, decrees and judicial systems that oppressed the people under the Kuomintang's government were abolished. It enacted laws protecting the people and setting up a people's judicial system. These legal documents opened vast new frontiers for research of criminal law in the PRC. From then on, criminal law scholars and criminal justice professionals have worked long and hard to build up, develop and perfect the PRC's criminal judicial system.
Summary of Criminal Legislation
This is a very important historical period for criminal law in the PRC. Beginning with criticism of older notions of criminal law, absorbing and making reference to theores of criminal law in the former Soviet Union, Chinese criminal law scholars began to probe into distinctly Chinese contexts of criminal law. They created a solid foundation for the subsequent study of criminal law. This period can be divided into two phases:
• From 1949 to 1953 -notable for the establishment of the PRC's science of criminal law. This period was characterized by a negation of "Old China's" criminal law and imitated the criminal law of the former Soviet Union.
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• From 1954 From to 1956 This includes a preface and three chapters totaling 76 clauses and provides respectively seven types of crime, such as the offences of:
1. counter-revolution, 2. defacing public property, 3. acting against public order, 4. acting against personal right, 5. economic crimes, 6. acting against a citizen's property, and 7. job-related crimes. The completion of this legislative document was a symbol that the drafting work on criminal code had formally begun. From then until June 1957, the Law Section of the Standing Committee of the NPC finished twenty-two drafts on criminal code -in less than three years. 
B. Research Works
A number of academic works and theses were published during this period. Research in criminal law concentrated mainly on the introduction and study of pre-Soviet Union's criminal law theory. China's criminal theory was still in its inception, and research tasks on criminal law included a number of key aspects discussed below.
(a) Issues on Retroactivity of Criminal Law
Retroactivity of criminal law refers to such an issue that whether a new enacted law can apply to a case that has not been judged or a judicial decision over it has not been decided yet before the new law going into effect. It is of practical significance to the retroactivity of criminal law in the transitional period from old criminal law to the new ones. In April 1949, the People's Government of North China issued a decree entitled Fei chu guo min dang liu fa quan shu ji yi qie fan dong fa lü de xun ling = Fei ch'u kuo min tang te liu fa ch'üan shu chi i ch'ieh fan tung fa lü te hsün ling (Order on the Abrogation of Kuomintang's Six Code and All Its Reactionary Laws), 21 which announced the old criminal law was abolished formally. In this specific period, the old criminal law was annulled but new one has not been enacted. Though some separate criminal regulations provide the clauses on retroactivity, but in majority of laws such clauses were not referred. These issues have attracted academic world's much attention and deep discussion, some articles on the the subject appeared, such as:
• Chang Hung-wen. The concept of crime is the cornerstone in criminal law theory, and from 1950s study works on legal concept of crime were carried out in criminal law circle and debates concerned focused mainly on the significance of social harmfulness in the concept of crime. There are 21 . Supra note 3, at 88-89. 22 . Jiao xue jian bao = Chiao hsüeh chien pao (Teaching Bulletin), 10 (1956) . 23 . Zheng fa yan jiu = Cheng fa yen chiu (Political-Legal Study), 5 (1956) . 24 . Ibid, 2 (1957) . two academic articles representative in this subject:
• Chang Hsien-ken. 
(c) Issues on Causality in Criminal Law
In 1950s the Causality of crime had once been an issue that raising much attention of Chinese scholars in criminology for some misjudged cases occurred in judicial practices. There had been many reasons for these erroneously decided cases, among which an important factor is the judicial personnel had not taken causality of crime seriously in their trial works. Some theses important on this topic published at that time are listed below:
• During this period, the concept of the aims of punishment provoked much interest among the scholars. There were debates involving the doctrines of punishment, reform, prevention and elimination of crime. Some of these debates were quite vehement among legal academicians. Even so, most of these debates were fairly superficial. Even so, they helped create a precedent for the study of the aims of punishment in the PRC, and they were of great significance for the subsequent development of criminal law theory. The main theses on this subject published during the period are:
• Wang Ch'u. The offence of counter-revolutionary activity was once a topic that acquired more research than any other issue in criminal law. The heart of the debate was located on whether there is or could be an attempted crime of counter-revolutionary activity. But research published during this period is sparse, though there were a number of textbooks and other teaching materials published. 
THE DEPRESSION & STAGNATION PERIOD (1957-1976)
During the twenty years from 1957 to 1976, China's criminal law underwent a period in which research fell into a long-term stagnation. This period corresponds with several important and uninterrupted political movements, especially, the Great Cultural Revolution. 48 in which he advances the doctrine of two different kinds of contradictions. Some scholars then introduced this doctrine into their study of criminal law, and advanced the idea that these two different kinds of contradictions also exist in criminal phenomena. Soon afterwards, debates on the topic commenced among academicians. A number of theses on this subject were published in succession, among which the following are representative: 
A. Summary of Research
• Chu Chi-liang,
B. Featured Research Results on Criminal Law
During this period the academic works in criminal law that were published openly were mainly translated versions of the former Soviet Union's criminal works and some other countries' criminal codes. Little research was published on criminal law due to the stagnancy of research works during the Cultural Revolution. The one monograph written by a Chinese scholar that is most representative of the works published during that time is Li Kuang-ts'an's On Accomplice 61 (Law Press, 1957 Ed., reprinted in 1981 . A handful of other reference books were also published, such as:
• 
68

RECOVERY AND PROSPERITY PERIOD (1976-2000)
In October 1976 the Great Cultural Revolution ended. It had lasted for about 10 years. Research in the science of criminal law was renewed. From then on, the PRC's science of criminal law enjoyed an initial recovery period lasting about three years. This initial recovery period ushered in a more accelerated and fuller development era for this area of legal scholarship.
On July 1, 1979, at the 2nd session of the Fifth National People's Congress, the first criminal code of the PRC was passed. It became effective on January 1, 1980. On March 14, 1997, the amended criminal code was passed. The promulgation of a criminal code and its revision have doubtless given much impetus to the study of criminal law and greatly promoted the growth and development of the science of criminal law.
Between 1976 and 2000, researchers in criminal law centered their studies on critical problems relating to the criminal legal system and a number of academic works were published. In this period, the research can be divided into three stages principal stages:
A. The First Stage (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) In this stage, scholarship was focused mainly on the drafting, propagandizing and explaining the criminal code. Academic studies were carried out on some important issues involving the criminal code. Typical academic works published during this period are:
Textbooks
• Yang Ch'un-hsi [et al.] . Xing fa zong lun = Hsing fa tsung lun (General Theories of Criminal Law). Pei Ching: Pei Ching University Press, 1981. 342p.
• Wang Tso-fu [et al.] . 
